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Executive Summary
This reference architecture (RA) describes a hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI) solution using
Microsoft Windows Server® 2016 with Hyper-V® and Storage Spaces Direct. It provides a blueprint for
creating a four-node HCI cluster that can be expanded as needed to meet the needs of your solution.
Included are detailed performance analyses of the cluster for small- and large-block reads and writes for
a fixed set of 64 virtual machines (VMs) per cluster node.
This RA illustrates a simple, all-flash Storage Spaces Direct configuration using Micron enterprise SSDs
with NVMe for cache and Micron enterprise SATA SSDs for mainline capacity, along with advanced
Micron DRAM to support Hyper-V VMs at scale. The performance test results show this configuration can
provide additional benefits over a single-tiered all-flash configuration for specific workload profiles,
depending on queue depth, working set size and cache operating mode.
When the working data set size is smaller than the configured cache capacity, adding a (default) writeonly cache to a Storage Spaces Direct-based HCI configuration using a standard 4 KiB block size with a
total of 256 VMs running on a four-node cluster improved heavy write performance by 6% to 60%.
Performance was approximately the same (-7% to +7%) for heavy read use cases depending on queue
depth (QD). Reconfiguring the cache to support both reads and writes had varying benefits ranging from
15% to +68% depending on read/write mix and QD.
Looking at the performance of large-block 128 KiB I/O across the same cluster, enabling the default writeonly cache showed no significant advantage for either heavy read or heavy write workloads (0% reads or
100% reads), while configuring the cache to service reads and writes significantly improved heavy read
workload performance of the cluster (71% to 126%) depending on QD.
When the working data set was larger than the configured cache capacity, and all other variables were
the same as the previous tests, adding a default write-only cache showed mostly negative impacts over
the non-cached configuration ( -41% to +2%) for 4 KiB block size, while reconfiguring the cache to read
and write support resulted in performance improvements across the read/write spectrum.
For 128 KiB I/O size, the write-only cache configuration for large working data set size showed mostly
negative impact on performance, like the small-block I/O size tests just discussed. When the cache was
reconfigured for read and write support, the performance dramatically improved for 100% read I/O, but,
unlike the 4KiB results, there was a negative impact on overall performance for 100% write I/O workloads.
The net results of our analysis indicate that adding a flash-based cache to a Storage Spaces Direct
solution that is also using flash for capacity is of limited value unless the cache is configured to support
reads as well as writes. This configuration is not the default configuration for Storage Spaces Direct.

Micron’s Reference Architectures
Micron Reference Architectures are optimized, pre-engineered, enterprise-leading
platforms developed by Micron with industry leading hardware and software companies.
Designed and tested at Micron’s Storage Solutions Center by our software and platform
partners, these best-in-class solutions enable end users, channel participants, independent
software vendors (ISVs), and OEMs to have a broader choice in deploying next-generation
solutions with reduced time investment and risk.
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The Purpose of this Document
This document describes an RA for deploying a performance-optimized HCI using Microsoft’s Hyper-V
and Storage Spaces Direct software-defined storage (SDS) with Micron’s enterprise NVMe and SATA
SSDs.
The hardware and software building blocks used to characterize performance are detailed in this
document, covering HCI composition including the server and operating system (OS) configuration for a
four-node Hyper-V cluster.
The purpose of this document is to provide a full analysis of our performance testing for your information,
and based on the results found, provide a pragmatic blueprint for configuring the Hyper-V cluster with
Storage Spaces Direct for read and write cache 1.

Why Micron for this Solution
HCI solutions like Microsoft’s Hyper-V with Storage Spaces Direct are highly dependent on advanced,
high-performance memory and storage to efficiently and effectively provide virtual server services to the
enterprise. These important components—SSDs and DRAM—represent up to 70% of the overall
component value of these solutions. Choosing the right components can determine your solution’s
ultimate success.
Micron’s silicon-to-systems approach provides unique value in our RAs, ensuring these core components
are engineered to perform in highly demanding solutions such as HCI solutions like Hyper-V with Storage
Spaces Direct and are holistically balanced at the platform level. By collaborating with customers on total
data solutions, Micron develops and manufactures the storage and memory products that go into the
enterprise solutions we architect.

1

Micron assumes no liability for lost, stolen or corrupted data or performance differences arising from the use of any Micron product. Products are
warranted only to meet Micron’s production data sheet specifications. Products, programs and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Solution Overview
Microsoft’s HCI solution consists of two major components of the Windows Server 2016 operating
system: Hyper-V and Storage Spaces Direct. Hyper-V is a virtual server solution with the ability to run
multiple software-only servers on a single bare-metal server. Storage Spaces Direct is a software-defined
storage solution that provides either traditional storage area network services for traditional data center
solutions, or a virtual storage area network that provides services to an HCI solution in conjunction with
Hyper-V.
The Microsoft-based HCI solution described here consists of a clustered deployment of four x86 industry
standard servers. Each server consists of an all-SATA SSD virtualized storage solution that supports
virtual machines (VMs) running within the co-hosted Hyper-V server. Each node is interconnected using
100Gb Ethernet networking that provides communication services for all VMs, as well as advanced
storage management within the Storage Spaces Direct implementation (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Microsoft Hyper-V with Storage Spaces Direct Solution Overview

Microsoft’s Storage Spaces Direct solution consists of multiple layered components that provide a
distributed storage infrastructure to provide scale-out, highly available storage services. Each server has
one or more storage devices that are aggregated and managed by Storage Spaces Direct. While these
storage devices can be spinning media or SSDs, this RA is designed to provide an all-SSD solution.
At the lowest layer is a distributed software-based storage service (Software Storage Bus). The role of the
Software Storage Bus is to ensure data is protected in the event of a Storage Spaces Direct target node
failure. It does so by using a replication service that stores copies of all data on two or more Storage
Spaces Direct nodes based on resiliency requirements.
Above this storage bus layer, Storage Spaces Direct allows you to organize available storage in a flexible
series of storage pools. Each storage pool can then have standard Storage Spaces virtual disks created
to fit your application needs.
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A key component of the high-availability of data is the use of the Resilient File System (ReFS). ReFS has
several capabilities that make it suitable for an advanced hyper-converged SDS solution, it:
•

Uses checksums to detect data corruption. These checksums can be used for metadata only or for
both metadata and file data.

•

Can automatically repair detected corruptions using an alternate copy of the data provided by the
Storage Spaces services.

•

Can scan each volume and identify latent corruption potential and proactively trigger repair of that data.

These features make ReFS a very robust file system for hosting data and large-scale VM environments.
Once the robust file system is in place, each ReFS volume can host application data or Hyper-V VM
images. For this RA, Micron built an HCI solution for scale-out Windows data centers.
Based on this robust software architecture and our extensive experience in designing, developing and
deploying solid state storage in enterprise solutions, as well as ongoing interaction with some of the
largest enterprise environments and cloud providers, Micron selected Microsoft’s Hyper-V with Storage
Spaces Direct for this HCI SDS RA implementation. Microsoft’s extensive market share in the enterprise
data center as well as the simplicity, flexibility and manageability of its integrated HCI offering make it an
excellent option for customers using Windows and Linux application servers.

Design Overview
The Micron HCI RA is composed of several primary components including servers, operating systems,
software services and network infrastructure. These elements combine to create a robust, scalable HCI
infrastructure for your Windows application services.

Figure 2: Micron's Hyper-Converged Infrastructure RA with Hyper-V and Storage Spaces Direct
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Reference Architecture Elements
Each node within the RA is composed of several primary components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industry standard- x86 server based on Intel’s Purley CPU architecture
384GB Micron DDR4 ECC RDIMM memory
Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Hyper-V server nodes
Micron enterprise SATA SSDs (5x00 family)
Micron enterprise NVMe SSDs (9x00 family) used as a primary cache for the SATA SSD data store
100Gb Ethernet networking infrastructure

Microsoft Hyper-V and Storage Spaces Direct Server Nodes
This RA consists of four nodes configured with Microsoft Windows Server 2016. Each node is configured
with Microsoft’s Hyper-V and Storage Spaces Direct services. Hyper-V is designed to provide scalable
virtual server services that enable more efficient utilization of server resources.
In support of the Hyper-V service, each node is also configured with Microsoft’s Storage Spaces Direct
virtual storage service. Storage Spaces Direct can be configured as a standalone software-defined
storage array supporting external physical and virtual servers, or it can be deployed integrated with
Hyper-V to provide virtual storage service as part of a hyper-converged infrastructure solution. This RA
uses the latter use case.

High-bandwidth Ethernet Storage Network
Storage Spaces Direct is built upon a high-performance, remote direct memory access (RDMA)
networking infrastructure for all data movement and data consistency functions. For this RA, advanced
RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) functionality is used for all Storage Spaces Direct data
management. The RoCE functionality is provided by 100Gb Ethernet network switches and dual-port
100Gb server network interface cards (NICs) from Mellanox®.

Micron Enterprise SSDs
This solution utilizes Micron SSD and DRAM components that provide optimized memory and storage
performance for this RA. Representing over 70% of a typical server’s value, the selection of the right
components is essential to the success of your solution.
Micron provides a broad range of SSD options to fit almost any solution storage need. Advanced NVMe
SSDs provide the fastest available storage technology for mission-critical, high-performance use cases.
For primary storage capacity, Micron’s enterprise SATA SSDs are available in a broad set of capacity and
endurance options to enable efficient, high-performance capacity solutions to fit your workload
requirements and budget.
This RA employs Micron’s enterprise NVMe SSDs as a primary cache with enterprise SATA SSDs for the
capacity tier. (See www.micron.com for additional details, specifications and datasheets for these and
other SSD products.)
SSD Interface

Use

NVMe

Cache

SATA

Capacity

Random Read

Random Write

700,000 IOPS

256,000 IOPS

2,850 MB/s

3.5 PB

93,000 IOPS

10,000 IOPS

540 MB/s

8.8 PB

Table 1: Micron SSDs Used in this RA
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Micron 32GB DDR4 ECC RDIMM Memory
Micron SDRAM modules provide the performance and reliability required for a wide range of missioncritical applications. For this RA, each Windows Hyper-V server node was configured with 384GB of RAM
using 32GB DDR4 RDIMMs.

Solution Design - Hardware
Hyper-Converged Storage Spaces Direct Node (x4)
The RA is built upon an expandable base configuration of four x86 servers platforms. Each server has the
following configuration:
Server Configuration
Form Factor

2 rack unit server

CPU

Model: 2x Intel® Xeon® Gold 6142 processor
Cores: 32 (16 physical cores per socket)
Hyperthreading (2 virtual cores per physical core)

RAM

384GB DDR4 (12x32GB RDIMM)

PCI Express

1x8: Broadcom® SAS 9305-24I host bus adapter
1x16: Mellanox ConnectX® 4 2x100Gb NIC
1x16: Mellanox ConnectX 4 2x100Gb NIC

Power

Redundant

Operating System

Windows Server 2016 Datacenter Core (10.0.14393)

Storage
Boot Drive

64GB Disk on Module (DOM)

Storage Spaces Direct
Cache Drives

2x 3840GB Micron 9200 MAX SSDs

Data Drive

8x 3840GB Micron 5100 ECO SSDs

Network
Network Interface
Controllers
Switch

2x Mellanox ConnectX 4 VPI 100Gb dual-port NIC (PCIe x16 interface)
Mellanox OFED drivers v1.70.5
2x Mellanox SpectrumTM SN2700
MLNX-OS® 3.6.1102

Table 2: Server Node Configuration Details
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Network Infrastructure
The network is designed to provide a fully redundant interconnect fabric, ensuring no single component
will interrupt data availability in production.
The network is built with two Mellanox Spectrum SN2700 Open Ethernet Switches running MLNX-OS and
providing 32x 100 Gb/E ports each.
Physical connections are illustrated in Figure 3. Each Hyper-V/Storage Spaces Direct server has two
dual-port 100 Gb/s Mellanox ConnectX-4 network interface controllers (NICs) with a single port from each
NIC connected to each switch to ensure that maximum scalability can be achieved for complete hardware
redundancy. While it is optional to connect the second port from each server’s NICs for additional
redundancy, this 4-port per server node configuration results in only 20% additional network bandwidth in
to/out of each host due to the limiting factor of the x16 PCIe interface used for each NIC, restricting the
overall bandwidth for each NIC (single port or dual port) to a maximum theoretical limit of 100 Gb/s. For
this RA, the additional port on each NIC was not connected.
VLAN 160, 150
VLAN 161, 150
Switch Interconnect

Back View
Storage Network

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKB

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKA

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKA

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKB

UID
USB

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKA

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKB

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKA

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKA

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKB

Microsoft Hyper-V Servers

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKB

VGA

UID
USB

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKA

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKB

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKA

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKB

VGA

UID
USB

VGA

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKA

GRN=10G
ACT/LNKB

UID
USB

VGA

Figure 3: Physical Network Cabling

Each switch is interconnected using 3x 100 Gb/s ports to provide alternate data paths between
application servers and storage targets.
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Solution Design—Software
Operating System
All server nodes in this solution used Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Data Center Edition version
10.0.14393. Windows Server 2016 offers advanced data center-class software server solutions that support
either bare-metal application or virtualized server workloads that enable multiple application services to be
dynamically started, stopped, or relocated to other physical servers within the virtual server cluster.
For this solution, two additional, optional services were installed to support an HCI solution:
• Failover clustering (includes Storage Spaces Direct)
• Microsoft Windows Server Hyper-V

Hyper-V Configuration
Virtual Machine Configuration
Each server node in this RA was deployed with 64 virtual machines (VMs); each configured as follows:
Virtual Server Configuration
vProcessors

2x virtual processors

vNICs

2x VM network adapters
SMB-3 Data Management Networks (VLAN 160, 161)
1x VM network adapter
Application Client/Server Network (VLAN 150)
4GB

vRAM
Operating System

Windows Server 2016 Datacenter Core (10.0.14393)

Virtual Machine Size

Small Data Set Tests: 24GB; Large Data Set Tests: 72GB

Data File Size per VM

Small Data Set Tests: 16GB; Large Data Set Tests: 64GB

Table 3: Virtual Server Configuration Details

Virtual Network Configuration
Each Hyper-V server was configured with a single virtual switch with the following configuration:
Virtual Network Configuration
VLANs

Quality of Service

SMB-3 Data Management Network
VLAN 160
VLAN 161
Application Client-Server Traffic
VLAN 150
SMB-3 Data Management Network: 50%
Application Client Network: 50%

Virtual to Physical Affinity
(VMNetworkAdapterTeamMapping)

VLAN 160: Physical NIC Port 1
VLAN 161: Physical NIC Port 2
VLAN 150: No physical port affinity (round robin)

Switch Embedded Teaming

Enabled for Physical NIC Ports

Table 4: Virtual Network Configuration Details
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Figure 4: Virtual Server Configuration

Storage Spaces Direct Configuration
Storage Spaces Direct is configured to provide a single storage pool of 112TB raw capacity distributed
across the four Hyper-V server nodes. Within this storage pool, we created four 8.5TB redundant virtual
disks such that a different node was the virtual disk “master” for each virtual disk (Figure 4).
Within Storage Spaces Direct, virtual disks are created such that the virtual disk is hosted on every drive
within the storage pool. When a write to a virtual disk is made by any VM in the cluster, that write is
initially sent to that virtual disk’s master node. The master node then writes the data to SSDs on one or
more cluster nodes using the replication factor defined when creating the volume before acknowledging
the write as completed to the VM.
On each virtual disk, a ReFS volume was created and a data protection configuration that would support
two concurrent disk failures was used (3x replication) to ensure that node failures would not result in loss
of VM access.
In addition, to support the test infrastructure used, a 400GB cluster shared volume was created to host all
test logging. This volume was configured for replication factor 2.
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Test Methodology
Microsoft’s VMFLEET 2 test tool was used to deploy a fleet of 256 VMs distributed evenly across the four
Hyper-V host systems (64 per physical host). Within each VM, VMFLEET executed a diskspd 3 workload
and performance was measured for a series of workload definitions for all input-output (I/O) profiles.
Each test in the test sweep differs in terms of queue depths and write percentages, for a total of 16
individual test runs per sweep. Each test was run for a specific time with longer large-block testing required
to ensure data overflows the cache capacity as would be expected in real-world usage scenarios.
• Small-block tests
− 5-min warmup

• Large-block tests
− 90-min warmup

− 2-min duration
− 5-min cooldown

− 60-min duration
− 5-min cooldown

− 10-min wait between tests

− 10-min wait between tests

Each test in the test sweep was executed a minimum of five times with results averaged across all five
test executions to determine the reported result for each test in this RA performance results section.
To determine maximum IOPS performance, a random access 4 KiB block size was used for all I/O. The
queue depths varied from 1 to 8 at increments of a power of 2. The read-to-write ratio (R/W) varied from
100% read (100/0) to 100% write (0/100) and with two common read/write ratios (90/10 and 70/30)
included, resulting in a total sweep of 16 different test data points (Table 5).
VMFLEET Small Block Workload Parameters
Block size

4 KiB

Threads /VM

1

Queue Depth /VM

1, 2, 4, 8

Write Percentages

0%, 10%, 30%, 100%

Table 5: Parameters for Small Block Workload Sweep

Large block I/O is classically associated with several use cases such as:

2

•

DSS/BI analytics workloads that are typically large-block random reads as data, typically coming from
multiple tables from a large distributed dataset.

•

Data Warehouse/DSS ingest transactions that are typically large-block writes. For a single table,
these writes are sequential, but if population of multiple tables is occurring, the net result is random
writes to multiple tables, which become more random as the number of tables being populated
increases.

•

Video streaming and transcoding operations are typically large-block sequential read operations on a
per-VM basis. At the Hyper-V kernel, these per-VM sequential reads are manifested as random,
large-block reads.

VMFLEET is a test orchestrator for deploying and executing VMs. It is a component of the diskspd storage load generator distribution.

3

diskspd is a storage load generator and performance test tool from the Microsoft Windows Server and Cloud Server Infrastructure
Engineering teams. It can be found at: https://github.com/Microsoft/diskspd
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While there are other large-block use cases, these are most prevalent. The common requirement of these
workload types is maximized throughput from the storage system.
To determine maximum performance in terms of throughput in megabytes per second (MB/s), a random
access 128 KiB block size was used for all I/O. The queue depths varied from 1 to 8 as a power of 2. The
read/write ratio of 100% read and 100% write was used to simulate typical large-block use cases of decision
support/business intelligence (100% read) and data warehouse ingest (100% write) application servers that
rely on large block I/O. This resulted in a total sweep of eight different test data points (Table 6).
VMFLEET Large Block Workload Parameters
Block size

128 KiB

Threads/VM

1

Queue Depth /VM

1, 2, 4, 8

Write Percentages

0%, 100%

Table 6: Parameters for Large Block Workload Sweep

For each test run, various metrics were captured:
•

Each VM returned diskspd results describing the I/O as experienced within the VM (latency,
throughput, and I/O operations per second)

•

Each physical host captured various performance monitor metrics describing the CPU and
physical disk load. Disk loads were measured at both the virtual file system (cluster shared
volume) and physical device.

VMFLEET was used to define and execute each of the different sweeps of the tests described above.
According to Microsoft’s Storage Spaces Direct documentation, when cache drives are used with a
capacity layer that consists of SSDs, the cache is automatically configured as a write cache; when used
with a capacity layer that consists of spinning media (HDDs), it is automatically configured as a read and
write cache. Microsoft does support changing the default cache behavior such that an all-flash solution
with a high-performance cache can be reconfigured to act as a read and write cache.
For this RA, performance testing was executed using the cache in both the default write-only and
read/write mode, with the goal to better understand whether a cache layer with flash capacity provides
benefits and, if so, in which mode provides the best performance results. Additionally, both cache mode
results are presented with the results from the non-cached, all-SATA SSD solution described in another
published RA—the Micron Hyper Converged Infrastructure Using Microsoft® Hyper-V™ and Storage
Space Direct with Micron® Enterprise SATA SSDs. With this comparison, we can identify those use
cases where a cache may, or may not, be beneficial.

VMFLEET is a suite of Microsoft PowerShell scripts that greatly simplify
the execution of multiple test configurations, enabling users to easily test
various use cases for their solution.
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Measuring Performance 4
Small Block Size Performance
Analysis
4KiB Random I/O Performance & Average Latency
by Read Percentage & Queue Depth

No Cache

W-Cache

RW-Cache

1,800

IO per Second (K-IOPS)

1,600
1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
0

QD 1 QD 2 QD 4 QD 8 QD 1 QD 2 QD 4 QD 8 QD 1 QD 2 QD 4 QD 8 QD 1 QD 2 QD 4 QD 8
100%

90%

70%

0%

Figure 5: 4 KiB Random Performance with Latency by Read Percent Percentage and
Queue Depth

As Figure 5 shows, the 4 KiB random performance scaled best at medium per-VM queue depths (QD2
and QD4) for all tested I/O profiles, regardless of whether cache was enabled or not and regardless of
cache mode. Throughput, however, is not the whole story and should not be the only decision factor
when deciding what queue depth is the most appropriate for your solution.
The following charts compare I/O performance against three other criteria: average latency, QoS latency
and CPU utilization. The latter being important for HCI solutions since any CPU utilization is impacted by
both storage service and VM activity.

4

All test results based on Supermicro™ SYS-2029U-TR25M server configured as defined in Table 2.
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Figure 6: 4 KiB Random I/O Latency by Write Percentage and Queue Depth

For all configurations, average latency is low across all queue depths (although heavy read workloads have
higher latency for non-cached configurations than for cached configurations). This is because NVMe SSDs
are used as a data store cache for all writes. While latency does increase as queue depth increases and as
write percentage increases, QD2 appears to provide the best balance of performance (IOPS) and both
average and QoS latency (Figure 6).

Figure 7: 4 KiB Random I/O CPU Utilization by Write Percentage and Queue Depth
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Finally, looking at CPU utilization (Figure 7), as expected, cached solutions
require more CPU as a trade-off for increased I/O performance. One
interesting item when viewing the chart is that CPU utilization is higher when
read and write are both enabled, as each VM read requires the hypervisor to
determine the correct read location—cache or capacity layer—before
processing the request. For HCI solutions, the higher CPU impact must be
weighed against performance gains in any sizing exercise. It is recommended
that testing be completed using the expected VM roles and mixes with and
without caching to determine the best configuration for the solution being
deployed.
Focusing on QD2 for additional analysis, several interesting observations can
be made:
• The value of cached versus non-cached configuration is dependent on
cache mode and write percentage. As expected, when the cache is in writeonly mode (default for all-flash Storage Spaces Direct), the cache provides
no benefit and, in fact, the lower the write percentage, the more the cache
degrades performance relative to the non-cached solution.

Balance overall storage
performance with other factors
such as CPU utilization to
ensure the solution is providing
the most efficient configuration
for your HCI requirements.

• When the cache is placed in read and write mode, the cache provides an
improvement across all read-write ratios over the non-cached all-SATA
configuration, including write-intensive workloads (100% writes) relative to the non-cached
configuration (W-Cache: +96%, RW-Cache: +68%).
• The addition of the cache improves latency (average and QoS) dramatically over a non-cached
configuration as write percentage of the workload increases (67% better latency at 100% writes).
QD2 4KiB Random Performance with Average
Latency
by Read Percentage

No Cache

W-Cache

RW-Cache

1,800

2.5

1,600
IO Per Second (K-IOPS)

1,200

1.5

1,000
800

1

600
400

0.5

200
0

100%

90%

70%

0%

Figure 8: 4KiB Random Average Latency for Queue Depth 2
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The Data
The table below summarizes the small block I/O test results. The data for each performance metric is
organized by cache configuration for each metric (top) and read/write percentage and queue depth (side),
creating a series of 3x4 cell blocks. Within each 3x4 cell block, the top 25% values for that block are
shown in green.
IOPS
Read %
Queue Depth
100% QD 1
QD 2

No Cache

W-Cache

Avg Latency (ms)
RW-Cache No Cache

W-Cache

99.9% Latency (ms)

RW-Cache No Cache

W-Cache

CPU Utilization (%)

RW-Cache No Cache

W-Cache

RW-Cache

793,442

533,692

1,253,758

0.319

0.474

0.202

2.291

2.964

1.294

27.6%

26.7%

42.7%

1,510,052

1,158,986

1,531,012

0.338

0.441

0.338

1.919

2.278

7.374

39.2%

39.5%

55.4%

QD 4

1,584,476

1,501,363

1,340,215

0.657

0.698

0.780

10.283

7.453

9.028

38.7%

51.2%

38.3%

QD 8

1,240,248

1,245,710

1,210,496

1.681

1.827

1.806

19.947

18.396

25.794

30.2%

37.7%

32.5%

90% QD 1

684,277

465,173

950,242

0.371

0.544

0.267

3.849

4.389

3.172

28.7%

28.0%

46.1%

QD 2

1,064,099

879,502

1,151,408

0.479

0.582

0.444

5.942

4.612

4.557

36.9%

38.1%

61.8%

QD 4

1,127,277

1,107,077

947,902

0.917

0.945

1.096

15.800

11.304

13.774

37.2%

46.8%

39.2%

QD 8

834,529

849,931

738,012

2.497

2.777

2.969

28.434

24.848

31.567

27.8%

33.7%

29.9%

70% QD 1

516,540

427,477

618,978

0.493

0.595

0.411

5.672

4.684

4.026

28.9%

29.7%

46.2%

QD 2

616,690

692,966

749,515

0.832

0.736

0.683

15.811

5.736

6.507

32.4%

39.6%

63.4%

QD 4

640,889

717,799

637,059

1.606

1.500

1.626

34.807

19.965

21.476

33.0%

40.1%

42.7%

QD 8

491,535

505,014

420,995

4.239

4.743

5.157

39.010

34.124

38.035

24.3%

28.8%

27.6%

0% QD 1

214,607

433,268

339,850

1.189

0.585

0.753

15.499

4.517

4.675

24.8%

46.4%

55.7%

QD 2

218,728

430,563

367,749

2.340

1.332

1.402

27.701

21.903

10.635

24.8%

45.4%

63.7%

QD 4

220,136

358,854

365,684

4.655

3.570

2.808

54.213

32.998

29.845

25.1%

37.3%

61.8%

QD 8

178,882

282,076

263,678

12.377

9.710

8.589

70.160

74.971

63.549

17.8%

26.4%

34.7%

Table 7: Summary of 4KiB Test Results by Guest VM Queue Depth and Read Percentage
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Large Block Size Performance
Analysis
Large-block (128 KiB) read workloads show the
benefits of enabling a cache configured buffer with both
reads and writes (Figure 9 top). As expected, for largeblock reads, the default Storage Spaces Direct cache
mode (write-only for all-flash environments) provides no
advantage in throughput. Enabling read cache provides
around 120% boost in read throughput over the noncached configuration (22,700 MB/s versus 10,000 MB/s
for per-VM queue depth of 1) across all queue depths.
The difference in throughput between queue depths is
small. For this reason, while enabling read-write cache
for large-block read-centric applications is indicated,
deciding on the right queue depth for your application
should depend on either latency or CPU utililization,
depending on which your application is more sensitive.
Average latency ranges from 4ms to over 20ms as the
per-VM queue depth increases (Figure 9 middle).
Latency doubles for each jump in per-VM queue depth.
Enabling the cache in the default write-only mode
shows little difference from the non-cached
configuration. Enabling the cache in read-write mode
improves overall latency by half that of the non-cached
and write-only cache configurations. For applications
that have a significant dependence on large-block
reads, enabling cache and read-write mode on the
cache should be strongly considered.
CPU utilization (Figure 9 bottom) across all queue
depths is fairly consistent for each cache mode.
Enabling cache with read-write support shows a definite
increase in CPU utilization compared to non-cached
and read-only cached configurations. This is reflective
of the high transaction counts in small-block I/O and the
additional CPU required to determine the location of
each read (cache or capacity). Running 64 VMs per
node with read-write cache configured uses a relatively
low CPU utilization (approximately 18% regardless of
per-VM queue depth), indicating there is much more
scalability available within the cluster configuration used
for testing.
For read-intensive, large-block workloads, it is strongly
indicated that a cache be used and that the cached be
configured to manage both reads and writes—as
opposed to writes only. Also, it is recommended that
there is a lot of flexibility in the per-VM queue depth that
can be used with little overall impact to the performance
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of the solution for these workload types. Per-VM
queue depth should then be configured based on the
optimal size for the application being run in the VMs.
Large-block (128 KiB) write workloads show a
significant increase in performance with NVMe cache
enabled using the default mode (write-only), with
largest improvements happening at per-VM QD4.
Cached solutions also show consistent throughput
performance improvements up to QD4 per VM for
both cache configurations. There is a small decrease
moving to a per-VM QD of 8. Write performance
drops significantly when the cache is configured to
support read caching. This may be caused by both a
reduction in the amount of write cache being given
up for reads and possibly the extra CPU utilization
required to manage the write cache.
Latency, while not a significant concern for large
block I/O operations once the I/O stream has started,
can be a concern within a virtualized environment
where I/O that may be sequential on a per-VM basis
typically results in random I/O operations happening
at the hyper-visor and physical storage device as
multiple VMs compete for the data resources
simultaneously. For this reason, it would be prudent
to take latency into account even for these larger
block sizes. Latency for our tests ranged from around
20ms at low per-VM queue depths up to around 1.9
seconds at higher queue depths. This consistently
increases across the queue depths; cache
configuration seems to have only a small additional
impact on overall latency.
For virtualized environments, CPU utilization is a
metric that can affect overall solution performance
and should be optimized as much as possible. For
large-block I/O, CPU utilization is typically lower than
small-block I/O since there is more data being
transferred per CPU interrupt. The test results
illustrated in the bottom chart of Figure 9 met this
expectation with extremely low CPU utilizations when
running 64 VMs per host ranging between 10% and
13% depending on the per VM queue depth.
Overall, optimized large-block write HCI solutions
that need to support sequential or random per-VM
applications should consider a per-VM queue depth
of 2 or 4 as it provides the best compromise across
all three primary performance metrics.
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The Data
Table 8 summarizes the small block I/O test results. The data for each performance metric is organized
by cache configuration for each metric (top) and read/write percentage and queue depth (side), creating a
series of 3x4 cell blocks. Within each 3x4 cell block, the top 25% values for that block are shown in green.
Throughput (MB/s)
Avg Latency(ms)
CPU Utilization (%)
Read % Queue Depth No Cache W-Cache RW-Cache No Cache W-Cache RW-Cache No Cache W-Cache RW-Cache
100% QD 1
10,032 10,108
22,705
3.184
3.181
1.404
11.0% 12.3%
18.5%
QD 2
11,763 11,803
21,711
5.439
5.442
2.952
12.1% 13.7%
18.1%
QD 4
12,514 12,344
21,489 10.244 10.494
5.989
12.5% 14.2%
17.9%
QD 8
12,656 12,483
21,846 20.353 21.101
11.817
12.5% 14.3%
18.0%
0% QD 1
1,758
1,856
1,702 19.965 18.183
19.478
10.4% 11.0%
11.6%
QD 2
1,796
1,897
1,692 38.192 35.582
39.836
10.9% 10.5%
12.5%
QD 4
1,781
1,939
1,769 76.648 68.073
74.202
10.4% 11.2%
11.6%
QD 8
1,730
1,887
1,766 152.657 139.550 150.996
9.6% 11.8%
11.9%
Table 8: Summary of 128KiB Throughput (MB/s) by Guest VM Queue Depth

Additional Planning Considerations
• Minimum number of Nodes: Microsoft Storage Spaces Direct is architected as a shared-nothing, scaleout cluster. To ensure all data is redundant and cluster health can be assured, at least two servers must
be deployed—supporting a single node failure. It is recommended at least three servers be deployed to
provide added I/O performance and redundancy.
• Data Redundancy: Data protection and availability is a base requirement for any enterprise-class HCI
solution. Data redundancy ensures any data stored within the Storage Spaces Direct storage repository is
copied to two or more nodes. This replication factor protects against node failure or communication
interruptions between nodes. Higher replication factors equate to a higher number of simultaneous node
failures that can occur before cluster failure. This RA uses replication equal to 3 (three copies of any data
is stored, each on a different cluster node) for all test data, ensuring the cluster can accept two node
failures.
• Alternative Server Specifications: Depending on the number of VMs being deployed and the workload
running on each VM, it may be necessary to use higher (or lower) performance-level CPU options or a
completely different CPU architecture (such as AMD’s EPYC architecture) to create performance and
cost-optimized deployments.
• Server Vendor: This RA makes no requirements that the Hyper-V/Storage Spaces Direct servers be
sourced from any specific server vendor. We strive to focus on the architectural requirements for each
solution discussed allowing readers to select the server vendor of their choice.
• Cache Operational Mode: The default cache mode used by Storage Spaces Direct depends on the type of
drive used as a capacity storage device. Hybrid configurations use SSDs for cache and spinning media
HDDs for capacity data storage. In this case, the cache is configured as a read+write cache. In all-flash
configurations, SSDs are used for both cache and capacity roles. In this case, the cache is configured as a
write-only cache. Depending on workload requirements and I/O profiles of the applications being
deployed—and as our testing shows—it may be advantageous to manually reconfigure the cache from
write-only to read+write mode. This can be accomplished using the following power-shell command:
Set-ClusterS2D -CacheModeSSD ReadWrite

• Cache Size: Microsoft recommends the cache be sized based on the size of the application’s
working set. Testing for this RA was performed using this recommendation.
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Appendix A: Cluster Configuration PowerShell Script
$DebugPreference = "Continue"
$start_datetime = Get-Date

$dom_hosts = @("smc-01.s2d.lcl", "smc-02.s2d.lcl", "smc-03.s2d.lcl", "smc-04.s2d.lcl")
$hosts = @("172.16.6.3", "172.16.9.122", "172.16.9.120", "172.16.9.121")
$hostnames = @("SMC-01", "SMC-02", "SMC-03", "SMC-04")
# I use a basic array and just
# increment. I need to keep track of how many hosts I have and if I can
# increment the relevent IP address portion that many times and stay
# in the subnet. 4 hosts makes this fairly easy.
$smb1_network = @(192,168,32,128)
$smb2_network = @(192,168,32,160)
$smb_mask = 27
$dom_user = "s2d\Administrator"
$dom_pass = "XXXXXXXXXXXXX"
$dom = "s2d.lcl"
$dom_ip_prefix = "172.17.3*"
$dom_secure_string = New-Object -TypeName System.Security.SecureString
$dom_pass.ToCharArray() | ForEach-Object {$dom_secure_string.AppendChar($_)}
$dom_cred = New-Object -TypeName System.Management.Automation.PSCredential ArgumentList $dom_user,$dom_secure_string
$user = "Administrator"
$pass = "XXXXXXXXXXXXX "
$secure_string = New-Object -TypeName System.Security.SecureString
$pass.ToCharArray() | ForEach-Object {$secure_string.AppendChar($_)}
$cred = New-Object -TypeName System.Management.Automation.PSCredential -ArgumentList
$user,$secure_string
Write-Output "Start time is $start_datetime"
# Set firewall to disabled
# Rename the hosts based on the hostnames array
# Install prerequisite packages:
#
Failover-Clustering
#
Hyper-V
#
Data center Bridging
foreach($h in $hosts) {
$session = New-PSSession -ComputerName $h -Credential $cred
$newname = $hostnames[$hosts.IndexOf($h)]
Write-Output "Setting Firewall on host: $h"
Write-Output "Renaming host $h to $newname"
Invoke-Command -session $session -ArgumentList $newname {
# Set firewall wide open and enable winrm usage so my automation
# works with little hassle
# DO NOT DO THIS IN PRODUCTION
Set-NetFirewallProfile -Profile Domain,Public,Private -Enabled False
Rename-Computer -NewName $args[0]
Set-TimeZone -Name "Central Standard Time"
winrm set winrm/config/service '@{AllowUnencrypted="true"}'
winrm set winrm/config/service/auth '@{Basic="true"}'
}
# Copying drivers and tools
# these three copy commands are specific to Micron test facility.
# Change -Path parameter to the location of your driver repository
Copy-Item -Path C:\Users\public\Downloads\MLNX_WinOF2-1_70_All_x64.exe Destination c:\ -ToSession $session
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Copy-Item -Path C:\Users\public\Downloads\msecli_Windows_64bit.zip -Destination
c:\ -ToSession $session
Copy-item -Path C:\Users\public\Downloads\python-2.7.14.amd64.msi -Destination C:\
-ToSession $session
Write-Output "Installing Clustering, Hyper-V and DCB on host: $h"
Invoke-Command -session $session {
Install-WindowsFeature -Name Failover-Clustering -IncludeManagementTools IncludeAllSubFeature
Install-WindowsFeature -Name Hyper-V -IncludeManagementTools IncludeAllSubFeature
Install-WindowsFeature -Name Data-Center-Bridging
# Installing OFED drivers for Mellanox NICs
c:\MLNX_WinOF2-1_70_All_x64.exe /S /v" /qn"
#NOT REQUIRED:
#Installing python for some internal tools
msiexec /i c:\python-2.7.14.amd64.msi /passive /norestart ADDLOCAL=ALL

}

}

# Installing msecli for physical device management
Expand-Archive 'C:\msecli_windows_64bit.zip' -DestinationPath c:\msecli

# Restart the hosts for installs and rename to take effect
foreach($h in $hosts) {
Write-Output "Restarting host: $h"
Restart-Computer -ComputerName $h -Credential $cred -Force -wait
}
# Configure the SET network adapters and RDMA settings
foreach($h in $hosts) {
$session = New-PSSession -ComputerName $h -Credential $cred
Invoke-Command -session $session {
# In my configuration, I tested a -like string to capture my specific
# Mellanox cards. This was slightly difficult as I have 10Gb Mellanox
# onboard that I do not want to use for this architecture. Test your
# specific environment before running any scripts to ensure that you
# are capturing the correct adapters
$RDMAAdapters = Get-NetAdapter | ? {$_.InterfaceDescription -like "*ConnectX-4
VPI Adapter*"}
# Enable QoS Flow Control
# The priority number for SMB needs to match the switch configuration.
# But the specific value is not important
New-NetQosPolicy "SMB" -NetDirectPortMatchCondition 445 PriorityValue8021Action 3
Enable-NetQosFlowControl -Priority 3
Disable-NetQosFlowControl -Priority 0,1,2,4,5,6,7
Enable-NetAdapterQos -InterfaceDescription $RDMAAdapters.InterfaceDescription
# Only 50% of the network bandwidth is allocated to SMB. This ensures
# that the client networks have enough bandwidth for normal operation.
New-NetQosTrafficClass "SMB" -Priority 3 -BandwidthPercentage 50 -Algorithm
ETS
# Set flow control properties on the net adapters
foreach($adapter in $RDMAAdapters) {Set-NetAdapterAdvancedProperty InterfaceDescription $adapter.InterfaceDescription -RegistryKeyword "*FlowControl" RegistryValue 0}
foreach($adapter in $RDMAAdapters) {Set-NetAdapterAdvancedProperty InterfaceDescription $adapter.InterfaceDescription -RegistryKeyword "*JumboPacket" RegistryValue 9014}
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# Creat the SETSwitch with SMB and Client network adapters
New-VMSwitch -Name 100G -NetAdapterInterfaceDescription
$RDMAAdapters.InterfaceDescription -EnableEmbeddedTeaming $true -AllowManagementOS
$false
Add-VMNetworkAdapter -SwitchName 100G -Name SMB1 -ManagementOS
Add-VMNetworkAdapter -SwitchName 100G -Name SMB2 -ManagementOS
Add-VMNetworkAdapter -SwitchName 100G -Name s2d -ManagementOS
# Enable RDMA on the SMB net adapters
$SMBAdapters = Get-NetAdapter | ? {$_.Name -like "*SMB*"}
Enable-NetAdapterRDMA -Name $SMBAdapters.Nam
foreach($adapter in $SMBAdapters) {Set-NetAdapterAdvancedProperty InterfaceDescription $adapter.InterfaceDescription -RegistryKeyword "*JumboPacket" RegistryValue 9014}
# Assign VLANs to each net adapter
Set-VMNetworkAdapterVlan -VMNetworkAdapterName s2d -VlanId 150 -Access ManagementOS
Set-VMNetworkAdapterVlan -VMNetworkAdapterName SMB1 -VlanId 160 -Access ManagementOS
Set-VMNetworkAdapterVlan -VMNetworkAdapterName SMB2 -VlanId 161 -Access ManagementOS
}
}
# Configure NIC affinity. We need a 1:1 mapping of physical to virtual ports.
# In this case, I match port 1 to SMB1 and port 2 to SMB2 where only one of
# each port is connected and UP. (port 1 in card 1 is SMB1 and port 2 on
# card 2 is SMB2. Ports 2 on card 1 and port 1 on card 2 are not used)
foreach($h in $hosts) {
$session = New-PSSession -ComputerName $h -Credential $cred
write-output "Setting nic affinity for host $h"
Invoke-Command -Session $session {
$nics1 = Get-NetAdapter -Name "*Port 1" | ? {$_.Status -eq "Up"}
$nics2 = Get-NetAdapter -Name "*Port 2" | ? {$_.Status -eq "Up"}
$nics1.Name | % {set-vmnetworkadapterteammapping -VMNetworkAdapterName "SMB1"
-ManagementOS -PhysicalNetAdapterName $_}
$nics2.Name | % {set-vmnetworkadapterteammapping -VMNetworkAdapterName "SMB2"
-ManagementOS -PhysicalNetAdapterName $_}
}
}
# Add the hosts to the domain
# Disable the initial dhcp interface
# Restart hosts
foreach($h in $hosts) {
Write-Output "Adding host $h to domain $dom"
$session = New-PSSession -ComputerName $h -Credential $cred
Invoke-Command -Session $session -ArgumentList $dom, $dom_cred {
Add-Computer -DomainName $args[0] -Credential $args[1]
}
$dom_netips = Invoke-Command -session $session {
Get-NetIPAddress | ? {$_.AddressFamily -like "IPv4"}
}
# The interface we're connecting to the nodes with is a 1Gb DHCP interface. We
# will disable this interface and use the virtual network adapter we created
# above. If we're going to disable the interface that we're using to connect
# to the host we should get the IP for the new interface and use a connection
# through that instead. So we do. Get the other IP on the domain network and
# create a new session we used to send the commands to shutdown the first
# interface.
$new_ip = $dom_netips | ? {$_.IPAddress -like "{0}*" -f $dom_ip_prefix}
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$new_ip = $new_ip.IPAddress
Write-Output "New ip for host: $h is: $new_ip"
$new_session = New-PSSession -ComputerName $new_ip -Credential $cred
Invoke-Command -session $new_session -ArgumentList $h {
$lab_ip = Get-NetIPAddress -IPAddress $args[0]
Get-NetAdapter -Name $lab_ip.InterfaceAlias | Disable-NetAdapter Confirm:$false
Get-NetAdapter | ? {$_.Status -like "Disconnected"} | Disable-NetAdapter Confirm:$false
}

}

Write-Output "Restarting host: $h"
Restart-Computer -ComputerName $new_ip -Credential $cred -Force -Wait

# Set IP addresses for the SMB interfaces
foreach($h in $dom_hosts) {
$session = New-PSSession -ComputerName $h -Credential $dom_cred
$incr = $dom_hosts.IndexOf($h) + 1
# We generate the interfaces through simple addition to the base values
# of the arrays
$smb1_ip = ($smb1_network[0],$smb1_network[1],$smb1_network[2],($smb1_network[3] +
$incr)) -join "."
$smb2_ip = ($smb2_network[0],$smb2_network[1],$smb2_network[2],($smb2_network[3] +
$incr)) -join "."
Write-Output "Interfaces - $smb1_ip - $smb2_ip - $smb_mask"
Invoke-Command -Session $session -ArgumentList $smb1_ip, $smb2_ip, $smb_mask {
Get-NetAdapter | ? {$_.Name -like "*SMB*"} | Remove-NetIPAddress AddressFamily ipv4 -Confirm:$false
$smb1 = Get-NetAdapter | ? {$_.Name -like "*SMB1*"}
$smb2 = Get-NetAdapter | ? {$_.Name -like "*SMB2*"}
$ip1 = [IPAddress] $args[0]
$ip2 = [IPAddress] $args[1]
Set-NetIPInterface -InterfaceAlias $smb1.InterfaceAlias -Dhcp Disabled
Set-NetIPInterface -InterfaceAlias $smb2.InterfaceAlias -Dhcp Disabled
New-NetIPAddress -InterfaceAlias $smb1.InterfaceAlias -IPAddress
$ip1.IPAddressToString -PrefixLength $args[2]
New-NetIPAddress -InterfaceAlias $smb2.InterfaceAlias -IPAddress
$ip2.IPAddressToString -PrefixLength $args[2]
}

}

Write-Output "Restarting host: $h"
Restart-Computer -ComputerName $h -Credential $dom_cred -Force

# At the end, the hosts will still be rebooting as we dropped
# the -wait pararmeter from Restart-Computer
$stop_datetime = Get-Date
Write-Output "Started at $start_datetime"
Write-Output "Stopped at $stop_datetime"
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Appendix B: Mellanox SN2100 Configurations
Switch01
##
## MLAG protocol
##
protocol mlag
##
## Interface
##
interface
interface
interface
interface
interface

Ethernet configuration
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet

1/17
1/18
1/19
1/20
1/32

mtu
mtu
mtu
mtu
mtu

9216
9216
9216
9216
9216

force
force
force
force
force

interface mlag-port-channel 1
interface mlag-port-channel 1 mtu 9216 force
interface port-channel 1
interface ethernet 1/1 channel-group 1 mode active
interface ethernet 1/2 channel-group 1 mode active
interface ethernet 1/3 channel-group 1 mode active
interface
interface
interface
interface

ethernet
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet

1/17
1/18
1/19
1/20

switchport
switchport
switchport
switchport

mode
mode
mode
mode

trunk
trunk
trunk
trunk

interface ethernet 1/32 mlag-channel-group 1 mode active
interface mlag-port-channel 1 switchport mode trunk
interface mlag-port-channel 1 no shutdown
##
## VLAN
##
vlan
vlan
vlan
vlan
vlan
vlan

configuration
2-501
502-1001
1002-1501
1502-2001
2002-2048
4001

##
## STP configuration
##
no spanning-tree
##
## LAG configuration
##
lacp
##
## L3 configuration
##
ip routing vrf default
interface vlan 4001
interface vlan 4001 ip address 192.168.33.1 255.255.255.0
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##
## DCBX PFC configuration
##
dcb priority-flow-control enable force
dcb priority-flow-control priority 3 enable
interface ethernet 1/1 dcb priority-flow-control mode on force
interface ethernet 1/2 dcb priority-flow-control mode on force
interface ethernet 1/3 dcb priority-flow-control mode on force
interface
interface
interface
interface

ethernet
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet

1/17
1/18
1/19
1/20

dcb
dcb
dcb
dcb

priority-flow-control
priority-flow-control
priority-flow-control
priority-flow-control

mode
mode
mode
mode

on
on
on
on

force
force
force
force

interface port-channel 1 dcb priority-flow-control mode on force
##
## LLDP configuration
##
lldp
##
## QoS switch configuration
##
interface ethernet
maximum-relative 80
interface ethernet
maximum-relative 80
interface ethernet
maximum-relative 80
interface ethernet
maximum-relative 80

1/17 traffic-class 3 congestion-control ecn minimum-relative 20
1/18 traffic-class 3 congestion-control ecn minimum-relative 20
1/19 traffic-class 3 congestion-control ecn minimum-relative 20
1/20 traffic-class 3 congestion-control ecn minimum-relative 20

##
## MLAG configurations
##
mlag-vip infra15-mlag100 ip 172.16.2.155 /17 force
no mlag shutdown
mlag system-mac 00:00:5E:00:01:5D
interface port-channel 1 ipl 1
interface vlan 4001 ipl 1 peer-address 192.168.33.2

Switch02
##
## MLAG protocol
##
protocol mlag
##
## Interface
##
interface
interface
interface
interface
interface

Ethernet configuration
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet

1/17
1/18
1/19
1/20
1/32

mtu
mtu
mtu
mtu
mtu

9216
9216
9216
9216
9216

force
force
force
force
force

interface mlag-port-channel 1
interface mlag-port-channel 1 mtu 9216 force
interface port-channel 1
interface ethernet 1/1 channel-group 1 mode active
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interface ethernet 1/2 channel-group 1 mode active
interface ethernet 1/3 channel-group 1 mode active
interface
interface
interface
interface

ethernet
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet

1/17
1/18
1/19
1/20

switchport
switchport
switchport
switchport

mode
mode
mode
mode

trunk
trunk
trunk
trunk

interface ethernet 1/32 mlag-channel-group 1 mode active
interface mlag-port-channel 1 switchport mode trunk
interface mlag-port-channel 1 no shutdown
##
## VLAN
##
vlan
vlan
vlan
vlan
vlan
vlan

configuration
2-501
502-1001
1002-1501
1502-2001
2002-2048
4001

##
## STP configuration
##
no spanning-tree
##
## LAG configuration
##
lacp
##
## L3 configuration
##
ip routing vrf default
interface vlan 4001
interface vlan 4001 ip address 192.168.33.2 255.255.255.0
##
## DCBX PFC configuration
##
dcb priority-flow-control enable force
dcb priority-flow-control priority 3 enable
interface ethernet 1/1 dcb priority-flow-control mode on force
interface ethernet 1/2 dcb priority-flow-control mode on force
interface ethernet 1/3 dcb priority-flow-control mode on force
interface
interface
interface
interface

ethernet
ethernet
ethernet
ethernet

1/17
1/18
1/19
1/20

dcb
dcb
dcb
dcb

priority-flow-control
priority-flow-control
priority-flow-control
priority-flow-control

mode
mode
mode
mode

on
on
on
on

force
force
force
force

interface port-channel 1 dcb priority-flow-control mode on force
##
## LLDP configuration
##
lldp
##
## QoS switch configuration
##
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interface ethernet 1/17 traffic-class
relative 20 maximum-relative 80
interface ethernet 1/18 traffic-class
relative 20 maximum-relative 80
interface ethernet 1/19 traffic-class
relative 20 maximum-relative 80
interface ethernet 1/20 traffic-class
relative 20 maximum-relative 80

3 congestion-control ecn minimum3 congestion-control ecn minimum3 congestion-control ecn minimum3 congestion-control ecn minimum-

##
## MLAG configurations
##
mlag-vip infra15-mlag100 ip 172.16.2.155 /17 force
no mlag shutdown
mlag system-mac 00:00:5E:00:01:5D
interface port-channel 1 ipl 1
interface vlan 4001 ipl 1 peer-address 192.168.33.1
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Appendix C: About
Micron
Micron Technology (Nasdaq: MU) is a world leader in innovative memory solutions. Through our global
brands—Micron, Crucial® and Ballistix®—our broad portfolio of high-performance memory technologies,
including DRAM, NAND, NOR Flash and 3D XPoint™ memory, is transforming how the world uses
information. Backed by more than 35 years of technology leadership, Micron's memory solutions enable
the world's most innovative computing, consumer, enterprise storage, data center, mobile, embedded,
and automotive applications. Micron's common stock is traded on the Nasdaq under the MU symbol. To
learn more about Micron Technology, Inc., visit micron.com.

Microsoft
Microsoft (Nasdaq: MSFT) is the leading platform and productivity company for the mobile-first, cloud-first
world, and its mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more.

micron.com

Benchmark software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance on specified components and have been documented here where possible.
Performance tests, such as HCIbench, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may
cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that
product when combined with other products.
©2018 Micron Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. All information herein is provided on as “AS IS” basis without warranties of any kind, including any implied warranties, warranties of
merchantability or warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. Micron, the Micron logo, and all other Micron trademarks are the property of Micron Technology, Inc. All other
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. No hardware, software or system can provide absolute security and protection of data under all conditions. Micron assumes no
liability for lost, stolen or corrupted data arising from the use of any Micron product, including those products that incorporate any of the mentioned security features. Products are
warranted only to meet Micron’s production data sheet specifications. Products, programs and specifications are subject to change without notice. Dates are estimates only. All data
and statements within this document were developed by Micron with cooperation of the vendors used. All vendors have reviewed the content for accuracy.
Rev. A 6/18 CCM004-676576390-11069
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